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As death toll rises, 
communities start 
rethinking Taser use

Warren Ragudo died after two Taser shocks
by police intervening in a family alterca-
tion. Ramzi Saad died after a Taser shock

by police during a dispute between Saad and his
mother. Chinedu Okobi died after police used a Taser
to subdue him in a confrontation they blamed on his
refusal to stop walking in traffic. All three were
unarmed. All three had histories of mental illness. And
all three died last year in a single northern California
county, San Mateo.

They were among at least 49 people who died in
2018 after being shocked by police with a Taser, a sim-
ilar number as in the previous two years, according to
a Reuters review of police records, news reports and
court documents. The deaths typically draw little pub-
lic scrutiny - no government agency tracks how often
Tasers are used or how many of those deployments
prove fatal, and coroners and medical examiners use
varying standards to assess a Taser’s role in a death.
But some communities now are considering more
restrictive Taser policies following allegations that the
weapons were used excessively or deployed against
people with physical or mental conditions that put
them at higher risk of death or injury.

Reuters has contacted 14 police departments,
counties and cities that saw a Taser-related death or
other serious Taser-related incident in 2018. Of those,
five are reviewing their Taser policies; three had con-
ducted reviews and made no changes; and five
declined comment because investigations into the inci-
dents were still ongoing. Reuters now has documented
a total of at least 1,081 US deaths following use of
Tasers, almost all since the weapons began coming
into widespread use in the early 2000s. In many of
those cases, the Taser, which fires a pair of barbed
darts that deliver a paralyzing electrical charge, was
combined with other force, such as hand strikes or
restraint holds.

Following the three San Mateo deaths, all within
nine months, the county board of supervisors and the
district attorney launched ongoing reviews of the use
and safety of Tasers, which were touted by police and
the weapon’s manufacturer as a near-perfect, “non-
lethal” weapon when they began coming into wide-
spread use more than a decade ago.

There is a need to reevaluate “the proper role for
Tasers and how and when they are engaged,” Dave
Pine, a member of the Board of Supervisors told
Reuters. Until then, “I personally think it would be
appropriate to have a moratorium on their use.” Most
independent researchers who have studied Tasers say
deaths are rare when they are used properly, but in a
series of reports in 2017, Reuters found that many
police officers are not trained properly on the risks
and weapons are often misused.

Reuters was able to obtain cause-of-death data for
779 of the 1,081 deaths it has documented and the
Taser was deemed a cause or contributing factor in 21
percent of those. Axon Enterprise Inc , the Taser’s
manufacturer, says most deaths involving the weapons
are a result of drug use, underlying physiological con-
ditions, such as heart problems, or other police force
used along with the Taser. Axon argues that most
cause-of-death rulings implicating its weapons are
misinformed and said in an email that Tasers albeit
“not risk free” are “the most safe and effective less-
lethal use of force tool available to law enforcement.”

Recognizing the risks
Reuters reporting, which included the most com-

plete accounting to date of fatalities following Taser
shocks, showed that many cases involved high-risk
subjects, such as people agitated by drugs or mental
illness, people with heart problems, people who are
very young or very old or very frail. At least half those
who died after Taser shocks last year fell into one or
more of those categories. As in previous years, about
90 percent were unarmed and nearly a quarter had a
history of mental illness.

As police departments have become more aware of
Tasers’ risks and limitations, a growing number have
restricted their use, says Chuck Wexler, executive
director of the Police Executive Research Forum
(PERF) think tank. Still, many officers remain unaware
of the hazards when they encounter those vulnerable to
a Taser’s shock, Wexler warns. “That’s a big problem.”

Nationally, there are no uniform standards govern-
ing police use of Tasers, although PERF and the
International Association of Chiefs of Police offer
model guidelines that warn against using Tasers on
vulnerable populations and limit the number and dura-
tion of shocks during deployment. Axon said it offers
police departments “the latest public-safety best prac-
tices and training” for Taser use, including warnings
about vulnerable populations. The company also offers
“de-escalation training” to help officers resolve con-
flicts without Tasers, as well as “empathy training for
special populations, including the mentally ill.” 

In San Mateo, the county coroner ruled the death
of Ramzi Saad a homicide: “cardiac arrest occurring
during physical exertion, physical restraint and taser-
ing.” Police visited the Redwood City home where
Saad, 55, lived with his mother on Aug 13 after a
neighbor witnessed him shoving his mother during an
argument and called 911. — Reuters

In hotels and restaurants near the beach at Cox’s Bazar
in southeast Bangladesh, international and local aid
workers sent to help the Rohingya in the world’s largest

refugee settlement talk nervously of the major challenge
ahead - the weather. Cox’s Bazar was mainly known as
Bangladesh’s top local tourism spot, famed for the world’s
longest natural sea beach, until the 2017 arrival of more
than 730,000 Rohingya fleeing persecution in Myanmar in
a human exodus of unprecedented scale.

Joining thousands of Rohingya Muslims already in Cox’s
Bazar, they cleared forests and built shelters from mud and
bamboo to create a sprawling mass of camps that now
house more than 900,000 people, of which 80 percent are
women and children. Over 18 months the Bangladesh gov-
ernment, with thousands of staff from about 145 non-gov-
ernment organizations (NGOs) and aid agencies, have
brought order to the chaos, building more stable shelters,
roads, sanitation and setting up community projects.

But while life in the settlement has started to stabilize,
aid workers said they were rushing to secure the camps
for the longer term with no sign of the crisis ending and
one factor hanging over them - the monsoon in May then
cyclone season. “This is not an easy place to work because
we are constantly worrying about things over which we
have no control,” said Nayana Bose, spokeswoman for the
Inter Sector Coordination Group (ISCG) that coordinates
the humanitarian agencies’ work. “It’s challenging in terms
of terrain, weather, and population,” she said, adding this
made it harder than other refugee crises and Bangladesh’s
biggest ever humanitarian task.

Aid workers recalled how the early months of the crisis
were focused on life-saving work, such as building shelters
and latrines, food supplies, and dealing with health emer-
gencies. They worked around the clock in the camps locat-
ed about 40 km south of Cox’s Bazar - a 1.5 hour drive
that can take much longer depending on traffic on the pot-
holed roads where aid agencies’ four-wheel drives vie with
auto rickshaws.

Fly in, fly out
Most international staff came for three month stints but

as time went on were replaced by staff on six month and
one year contracts, working eight week shifts before flying
out for one week of rest and recreation and to visit their
families. Leisure activities are limited in Cox’s Bazar, with
alcohol in Muslim Bangladesh only available at some inter-
national hotels, so some aid staff set up yoga classes and
book clubs. Women must be dressed conservatively so
swimming is not an option, although some aid workers val-
ue beach walks, and international workers are told not to
leave hotels after 10 pm.

Firas Al-Khateeb, a spokesman for the UN’s refugee
agency UNHCR, said he had worked with refugees in five
other countries but the Rohingya crisis was more chal-
lenging. First there was the sheer numbers involved, then
language problems as most Rohingya are illiterate, compli-
cating awareness campaigns about risks in the camps, and
also the fact the Rohingya are not recognized by Myanmar
and have nowhere to go.

Chances of the crisis ending soon are remote.
Bangladesh’s government has vowed not to repatriate any-
one unwillingly, garnering global praise for Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina who just won a third term despite reports of
poll irregularities. UN special rapporteur on human rights
in Myanmar, Yanghee Lee, said on Jan 25 it was clear the
Rohingya cannot return “in the near future” with the situa-
tion unchanged and Myanmar still denying all accusations
of persecution. “The Rohingya are stateless and had been
suffering back home. Some talk about the freedom they
have here,” said Khateeb, whose organization is frequently
quoted saying the average length of stay in a refugee
camp is around 15-20 years.

Getting ready
But he added that the weather was a major problem,

with efforts now underway to make the camps as secure as
possible in case of a severe monsoon or cyclone season.
Last year the Cox’s Bazar area was not badly hit. Anjum
Nahed Chowdhury, a project manager with Christian Aid
working on disaster risk reduction with BRAC,
Bangladesh’s largest NGO, is focused on strengthening
bamboo for shelters, digging ditches, landslide protection,

and building brick roads. “We must be ready for the mon-
soon season and we are much better prepared this year. If
the cyclones had been bad last year it would have been a
disaster,” she said. While life in the camps is becoming
normalized, the Rohingya are not allowed to formally work
as this could impact local jobs, but they can earn about $5
a day on NGO projects in camps. With this they can trade
with each other at stalls that line the main roads winding
through the camps that sell food, plastic toys and clothes
as stray dogs and cows wander past. Gemma Snowdon, a
spokeswoman for the World Food Program, said food in
the camps was also changing to a longer-term plan.

At first they handed out rice, lentils and oil but now they
are supplying people with cards with monthly amounts
based on family size with which they can buy fresh food,
dried fish and eggs from stores set up by local retailers in
the camps. Another program, run by the UN’s Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO), International Organization
for Migrants (IOM) and WFP, is supplying all households
with stoves and a monthly canister of LPG to reduce pollu-
tion and deforestation. The loss of forest has been a key
source of tension with some local people, who are now
outnumbered two to one by the Rohingya, and lost some
traditional income from the forest. While other locals, like
Theotonius Gomes who runs the Mag Darin restaurant,
have welcomed the influx of aid workers which has boosted
businesses and prompted the government to start work on
an international airport terminal and extended runway.

But all the aid work comes at a cost. Last year UN
agencies and NGOs launched a $950.8 million appeal to
provide essential humanitarian assistance, including to
nearly 400,000 Bangladeshis in nearby communities,
some of whom are as poor as the Rohingya, in a bid to
diffuse tensions. A new funding plan will be launched later
this month, with initial drafts of the proposal, seen by the
Thomson Reuters Foundation, showing the target will be
about $920 million. Aid groups are well aware raising
funds could get harder as the crisis rolls on and new
emergencies hit the headlines. “But this emergency is not
over yet. Still the Rohingyas need our help and support,”
said Khateeb. — Reuters 

Race to batten down Rohingya camp 

In a quiet French 
village, a cleric 
plotted revolution

Forty years ago this month, the man who would go on
to lead the Islamic revolution in Iran lived in a simple
house in a village outside Paris, spending his days

cross-legged under an apple tree in the garden, contem-
plating insurrection. Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini was
exiled from Iran in the mid-1960s, after a crackdown on his
teachings by the Shah. After a brief time in Turkey he
moved to Iraq, but was later expelled from the holy city of
Najaf by Saddam Hussein in 1978.

He would end up in sleepy Neauphle-le-Chateau, west
of Paris, where from October that year until his return to
Tehran in Feb 1979, he quietly fomented unrest, nurturing
the Islamist revolution that persists to this day. Artist Jean-
Claude Cintas, 61, lived down the road from the ayatollah
at the time and distinctly recalls the period when the
bearded Shiite cleric in his robes and black turban inhabit-
ed the village and French police laid on extra protection
for him.

“For the folks of Neauphle-le-Chateau, for us, we were
telling ourselves, ‘Why give as much importance, why com-
pletely shut down the town, with all these police and these
helicopters, for this man?’ whose purpose we didn’t under-
stand,” said Cintas. “Even if we knew he was fighting
against the Shah of Iran.”

Reuters archive video from the time shows Khomeini
sitting on a mattress under an apple tree, Persian prayer
rugs in front of him, in quiet conversation. His black glasses
are held by the stem in his right hand, which shakes slightly.
Other pictures show him walking in the village street with
two young boys, one of them his grandson, the sides of the
roads covered in snow, police looking on. Some footage
shows him meeting members of the Iranian and Western
press. Another resident, Michelle Laverdaque, said anec-
dotes had always circulated in the village about Khomeini,
even if there is little today to show he was ever there, apart
from a tourist sign explaining the history around the fall of
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi. — Reuters

Young Rohingya refugees play at the Balukhali refugee camp in Ukhia yesterday. — AFP 

Muscovites declare 
cold war on snow salt

From the first snowfall in November to the very end
of the thaw in April, Moscow enlists a small army
of shovelers, scrapers, road gritters and plough

drivers to keep the city moving. Trucks carry mounds of
snow through the night towards melting plants in the
capital’s outskirts, while smaller vehicles hum down the
pavements scattering salt mix. “Russia without snow is
not Russia,” says Alexei Babunashvili, the head of one
such melting station, on a January morning after a nor-
mal week’s worth of snow has fallen overnight.

“It’s like a man without a woman... no life at all,” he
adds, as behind him a truck carrying around 30 cubic
metres of dirty snow dumps its load into a pit of heated
water. But Babunashvili, like many residents of the city,
has questions over the salt mix that Moscow has in
recent years been using in increasing volumes to keep
the roads and pavements clear of ice. On the streets and
social media, complaints from Muscovites about the
substance locally known as “reagent” begin as soon as
temperatures drop below zero. 

“Reagent spoils shoes and car wheels, but for melting
snow it’s good,” Babunashvili says, as workers use poles
to break up floating chunks of ice before the water goes
into the sewage and re-enters the city’s supply after
purification. Other people are less equivocal about the
mix of salt, marble chips, calcium chloride, formic acid
and other chemicals that is liberally scattered around
Moscow. In 2009, a study by scientists from Moscow
State University found that “reagent” harms soil,
underground pipes and clothing, and can aggravate
human and animal skin. But Moscow officials who
oversee snow clearing insist the substance is safe and
that its exact makeup is constantly being developed.
One expert scattered road salt on black bread and ate
it on state television two years ago.

Sick pets 
“It’s disgusting,” says Ksenia Schmidt, a 20-year-old

student chatting with friends in central Moscow. “My dog
got sick from reagent, it was awful. We went to the vet
and he said it was most likely salt poisoning,” she says,

adding that the substance ruins leather boots. Pet owners
across the capital say they have to dress their dogs’ paws
in “shoes” to protect them from the salt, carry the animals
or simply avoid areas where reagent is spread.

Opposition politician Ilya Yashin this winter released
an online video entitled “Sobyanin (Moscow Mayor
Sergei Sobyanin) is poisoning Moscow with reagent.
Why?” in which he argued city hall was continuing to
use the substance so it could award big contracts to pre-
ferred businessmen. This year the city spent a record six
billion roubles ($91 million) on the mix, according to offi-
cial data. Yashin said that in the West other salt combina-
tions, sand or roads with better snow resistance were
more common. “The reality is that the chemicals our city
services use are far from safe,” the politician said.

60,000 snow clearers 
“What’s used in Moscow, before it starts being used,

is tested by experts,” the deputy head of the city’s roads
department Andrei Sokolov told AFP, however. “You just
need to clean your boots. I clean my own maybe once a
week.” Like others in city hall, he says there is no way
Moscow could function without reagent. “If we didn’t
use anti-freezing material, it wouldn’t be physically pos-
sible for us to collect all the snow straight away or to
clean the roads,” he added. 

And, Sokolov suggested, if other countries get by
without it, perhaps it’s because their task is not on the
same scale as in Russia. In Europe’s largest city - with
an official population of 12 million but likely home to
several million more - some 60,000 people and 14,000
vehicles are employed by the Moscow roads department
to clear the snow. This does not include those working
for other departments or private contractors.

“I don’t know if it’s harmful or not,” says 64-year-old
plough driver Viktor Antonov of reagent, sitting in a
traffic jam between the Kremlin and Moskva river.
Antonov is at the front of a dozen-strong convoy of
vehicles that are scraping the roads clear before laying
anti-freezing agent ahead of further snowfall. At the
back, Evgeny, 30, controls the quantity and spread of
reagent from his tobacco smoke-scented truck cabin
decorated with a small Russian flag. The pair and their
colleagues spend winter days waiting for the call send-
ing them out on their two-hour, 25-km route through the
city center. Antonov says of their Sisyphean task: “I’m
not against the snow. But it’s important that the streets
are clean, and not icy.” — AFP 


